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DO OLDER WOMEN WITH A FALL HISTORY CROSS OBSTACLES DIFFERENTLY THAN OLDER WOMEN WITH NO FALL HISTORY?
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ABSTRACT

Purpose. Many falls in older people occur after tripping or slipping, mainly due to unsuccessful vertical clearances or horizontal distances. A first fall may be explained by several factors related to aging and can be a trigger to subsequent falls. It is unclear if a history of fall changes the kinematics of obstacle crossing, increasing the risk of trips. Here, we determined whether older women reporting a fall history showed different spatial-temporal kinematic parameters during obstacle crossing than non-fallers. In addition, we investigated the presence of asymmetries between the preferred and non-preferred lower limb during obstacle crossing in fallers and non-fallers.

Methods. This cross-sectional study recruited older women with a history of fall (n = 10) and without falls (n = 10). They had their kinematic parameters evaluated when walking at self-selected speed along an 8-m walkway, crossing an obstacle positioned in the middle of the walkway, with both preferred and non-preferred limb as the lead limb. The groups were compared, and effects of lower limb preference were also determined in both groups.

Results. No main effects of group were observed regarding the kinematic variables. An effect of leg preference was found for post-obstacle horizontal distance, which was greater for the preferred limb in both groups.

Conclusions. In conclusion, the kinematics of gait with obstacle crossing does not differentiate between older women with or without a history of recent fall.
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Introduction

Many professionals are interested in tools that permit to identify differences between fallers and non-fallers when it comes to designing fall prevention programs for older people and minimizing hazards in daily life. Previous studies investigated differences in the kinematics of unobstructed gait between older fallers and non-fallers [1–4]. Some research has shown that people who have already fallen present a different gait pattern than non-fallers [1–3, 5, 6], but it seems that these spatial-temporal characteristics are not enough to differentiate these groups during level gait and do not predict falls [4], despite the relationship with functional performance [7].

Unintentional falls are among the leading causes of accidents and injuries involving older people and are more likely to occur after tripping or slipping [8], resultant of unsuccessful lower toe clearance [9] or putting the feet too close to the obstacle before or after crossing [10]. Most previous studies defined a faller as someone who had experienced at least one fall during the preceding year [4], and in terms of sex, more women (28.4%) than men (8.4%) reported falling [11].
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Those previous studies analysed temporal (cadence, stride time, duration of single and double support, walking speed) and spatial (stride length, step length, step width, and gait variability) parameters of gait. However, there is little information regarding the comparison of fallers and non-fallers during gait with obstacle crossing, a more challenging task, commonly experienced during daily life [4]. For this reason, a kinematic study of obstacle crossing is a useful paradigm to assess fall risk in older adults. In addition, lower limb asymmetries during obstacle crossing are an important aspect to be investigated in older individuals, once that those classified as with high risk of falls were shown to be asymmetric during obstacle crossing [12]. However, this analysis was done only during gait initiation [12].

When considering gait with obstacles, an increased knee flexion during walking and small steps prior to obstacle clearance (pre-obstacle horizontal distance) were observed in fallers compared with non-fallers [5]. Additionally, when submitted to a protocol of perturbed gait, older people who had fallen after the perturbation had lower knee strength than those who had not previously fallen [13]. Fallers have also a worse anticipatory postural adjustment on gait initiation for obstacle crossing [14]. However, there are still few results in the literature on obstacle crossing during overground gait comparing independent older adults without a history of fall with those who had fallen in the previous months.

The aim of the present study was to determine whether older women with a fall history would show different gait kinematics during obstacle crossing than older women without a history of falls. In addition, we investigated if there were asymmetries between the preferred and non-preferred lower limbs during obstacle crossing in fallers and non-fallers. Our hypothesis was that the older individuals with a recent history of fall would present worse kinematic gait parameters (e.g. smaller clearances) compared with non-fallers and that only the fallers would present asymmetries between lower limbs.

**Material and methods**

**Experimental design**

This is a cross-sectional study in which older adults with and without a history of fall walked at self-selected speed along an 8-m walkway, in the middle of which they had to negotiate an obstacle. Kinematic data were collected to determine gait speed as well as bilateral step length, pre-obstacle and post-obstacle horizontal distances, and heel and toe clearances at specific moments during obstacle crossing. The groups were compared, and effects of lower limb preference were determined.

**Participants**

The volunteers participating in this study were able-bodied older women. They were able to walk independently, had good comprehension of instructions during the experiment, with a score higher than 22 points in the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) [15].

The subjects were asked if they had fallen in the previous 12 months (i.e. Have you fallen in the past 12 months?); the context of the falls was also investigated. Information on fall history was collected during a comprehensive interview. The participants who had fallen at least once in the preceding 12 months during standing or walking (falls that occurred in the static sitting or lying position were not considered) were assigned to a group of ‘fallers’ \((n = 10; \text{age: } 66 \pm 5 \text{ years}; \text{body mass: } 63.5 \pm 13.4 \text{ kg}; \text{height: } 1.53 \pm 0.05 \text{ m}; \text{MMSE: } 26.3 \pm 2.2 \text{ points}; \text{number of falls in the past year: } 1.6 \pm 1.3), \text{ and those without falls formed a group of ‘non-fallers’ } (n = 10; \text{age: } 66 \pm 4 \text{ years}; \text{body mass: } 72.3 \pm 14.2 \text{ kg}; \text{height: } 1.55 \pm 0.07 \text{ m}; \text{MMSE: } 27.1 \pm 2.1 \text{ points}). The groups did not differ in age (independent t-test: \(p = 0.846\), body mass \((p = 0.172)\), height \((p = 0.421)\), or MMSE score \((p = 0.416)\). The revised Waterloo footedness questionnaire [16] indicated the right lower limb as the preferred limb in all participants.

**Gait assessment**

Spherical retroreflective markers were attached to the participants’ body surface in accordance with the Plug-in Gait full body model (Vicon Motion Systems, Oxford, UK). Additional retroreflective markers were attached on both halluces and on the 4 edges of the obstacle. Kinematics was sampled at 200 Hz by using 6 infrared cameras (Vicon Motion Systems, Oxford, UK). Data were low-pass filtered with a 4th order Butterworth filter with cut-off frequency of 8 Hz.

The participants were requested to walk barefoot at self-selected speed along an 8-m walkway. In the middle of the walkway, they crossed a polystyrene obstacle \((\text{length } \times \text{width: } 80 \times 20 \text{ cm}; \text{height defined as 20\% of the participant’s lower limb length, determined by the vertical distance from the greater trochanter to the ground during upright standing})\).
After a familiarization trial, crossings with either preferred or non-preferred lower limb leading were elicited by having participants initiate their gait from a standing position with either the left or the right lower limb and varying the distance from the obstacle. Ten trials were recorded for each lower limb crossing the obstacle. Lower limb asymmetries were considered when there were kinematic differences between the preferred and non-preferred limb during obstacle crossing.

The kinematic measures related to fall risk investigated in the present study were: average gait speed along the 8-m walkway, toe clearance in leading limb (LL) and trailing limb (TL) (vertical distance between the hallux and the obstacle, measured when the hallux was at the lowest horizontal distance from the obstacle marker), step length in LL and TL (measured during the crossing stride only), LL heel clearance (vertical distance between the heel and the obstacle, determined at the instant that the heel was at the lowest horizontal distance from the obstacle marker), pre-obstacle horizontal distance (horizontal distance between hallux and obstacle before crossing), and post-obstacle horizontal distance (horizontal distance between heel and obstacle after crossing), as determined in a previous study [17].

Statistical analyses

Data were tested for normality by using the Shapiro-Wilk test. An analysis of variance (two-way ANOVA) with Bonferroni correction was performed to verify effects and interactions for group (with and without fall) and lower limb (preferred and non-preferred). All tests were carried out with the SPSS 20.0 software. The significance level was set at 0.05.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Lower limb</th>
<th>Group × lower limb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL toe clearance</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL toe clearance</td>
<td>1.217</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL heel clearance</td>
<td>1.380</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>0.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-obstacle horizontal distance</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>0.623</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-obstacle horizontal distance</td>
<td>4.750</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>5.691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gait speed</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>0.302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL step length</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>2.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL step length</td>
<td>2.901</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>3.438</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* mean statistical significance (p < 0.05)
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Results

Obstacle contacts were observed in 1% of the trials and none of them resulted in a fall. The frequency of obstacle contacts within the 1% of the trials was similar between the groups. These trials were excluded from data analysis. Group effects or interactions were not found (Table 1 and Figure 1). Gait speed did not differ between the groups. A main effect of lower limb preference was noted for post-obstacle horizontal distance ($F_{(1,3)} = 5.691; p = 0.041$), being greater for the preferred limb. The similarity in gait kinematics between the groups can also be observed in Figure 2, where we illustrate the average patterns in the different phases of obstacle crossing for the participants from each group.

Discussion

Tripping over objects is considered an important cause of falls in older adults [18]. Here we found that older women with a history of falls (at least one fall in the previous year) presented similar gait kinematics during obstacle crossing as those without a history of falls. No differences in toe and heel clearances were
observed between the groups. A previous review reported that stance time variability, gait speed, stride length, and step length were the spatial-temporal parameters most different between elderly fallers and non-fallers. It may suggest that using only spatial-temporal analysis of level walking might not be sufficient and reliable to predict falls in older people[4]. In a previous investigation involving gait initiation and obstacle crossing, and considering the presence of bilateral asymmetries, older fallers presented greater asymmetries for foot clearance than non-fallers [12]. However, in the present study, when the participants needed to cross the obstacle when already walking, lower limb asymmetry was not found for toe clearances. There was a difference, similar for both groups, only between lower limbs for post-obstacle horizontal distance.

The groups did not differ regarding the self-selected gait speed, which may be surprising. However, despite the fact that gait speed seems to be one of the more important clinical markers of health in older adults [19],

Figure 1. Kinematic variables data determined during obstacle crossing in the older women with and without a history of fall. Data from the preferred and non-preferred lower limbs were merged and are expressed as means and standard deviations.

LL – leading limb
TL – trailing limb
previous studies showed conflicting results: some reported no differences when comparing fallers and non-fallers [1, 20, 21], while others presented slower gait among fallers [22, 23]. Often, these discrepancies may be related to differences in populations, for example inclusion of cognitively impaired older people [23]. The older individuals in our study were independent, and this may help to explain the lack of difference in gait speed. Furthermore, we considered an obstacle height related to the individual lower limb length, which may have created a challenge condition more uniform for the different participants.

An increased post-obstacle horizontal distance could be related to a lower risk of heel contact with the obstacle, and therefore was considered an important variable to measure in terms of success rates in obstacle crossing. However, both groups showed a similar behaviour for this parameter, with an absolute difference lower than 2 cm. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that while toe clearance is suggested the main variable related to tripping, we did not observe any difference in this parameter when comparing the groups.

It is always a point of discussion whether a smaller [17] or a larger [24] toe clearance elicits risk of obstacle contacts, and it has been argued that an obstacle contact leading to a trip commonly results from insufficient foot clearance. The insufficient clearance may come from the fact that perhaps people who know what they are doing have small clearance and higher confidence, and people who are insecure have large clearance but low confidence, causing them to hit the obstacle. The use of smaller step lengths can lead to smaller post-obstacle horizontal distances, resulting in the foot landing at a lower distance behind the obstacle. Both strategies are used more frequently with aging [25] and, theoretically, a larger post-obstacle horizontal distance may appear as an advantage because of reduced risk of obstacle contact. However, as pointed out by Muir et al. [25], there is a price to pay. A longer step may be destabilizing because of the long swing during single support. The perceived imbalance could make older individuals put their lead foot sooner to the ground [25]. Another possibility is that it is not a conscious strategy but simply a result of biomechanical constraints (e.g. reduced hip range of motion) [25–28].

Our study has limitations. We screened a group of 42 elderly as part of a research project and included here only 10 individuals with previous falls. They were paired to 10 other elderly randomly picked from the main group of subjects. It is important to note that the retrospective method to classify an older individual as a faller or a non-faller and to determine the number of falls can be imprecise, and this is a limitation of our study. We considered only the sagittal kinematics parameters because a large range of motion for walking is observed at this plane, and finally, we did consider the angular parameters because our focus was dedicated to the risk of obstacle contact that resulted in tripping.

**Conclusions**

Fallers and non-fallers did not differ in all obstacle crossing kinematics considered. Owing to the lack of difference in kinematic parameters, we suggest that sagittal plane kinematics of gait with obstacle crossing could not differentiate between older women with or without a history of recent fall.
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